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The Evolution of Programs: Automatic
Program Modification
NACHUM DERSHOWITZ

Abstract-An attempt is made to formulate techniques of program
modification, whereby a given program that achieves one goal can be
transformed into a new program that uses the same principles to achieve
a different goal. For example, a program that uses the binary search
paradigm to calculate the square root of a number may be modified to
divide two numbers in a similar manner, or vice versa. The essence of
the approach is to find an analogy between the specifications of the
given and desired programs, and then to transform the given program
accordingly.
Program debugging is considered as a special case of modification: if
a program computes wrong results, it must be modified to achieve the
intended results. The instantiation of abstract program schemata to
concrete problems is also viewed from the perspective of modification
techniques.
We have embedded this approach in a running implementation; our
methods are illustrated with several examples that have been performed
by it.
Index Terms-Program debugging, program modification, program
schemata, transformations.

I.

INTRODUCTION

YPICALLY, a programmer directs more of his effort at
the modification of programs that have already been written than at the development of original programs. Even when
nominally engaged in the construction of a new program, he is
constantly recycling "used" programs and adapting basic programming principles that have already been incorporated into
other programs.
Much automatic programming research has focused on the
origination of programs, but very little of this work shows how
to profit from past experience when approaching a new problem. In this paper, we wish to emulate this latter aspect of
programming. The essence of our approach lies in the ability
to formulate an analogy between two sets of specifications,
T
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those of a program that has already been constructed and those
of the program that we desire to construct. This analogy is
then used as the basis for transforming the existing program to
meet the new specifications.
The use of analogy in problem solving in general, and theorem proving in particular, is discussed by Kling [7]. The modification of an already existing program to solve a somewhat
different task was suggested by Manna and Waldinger [8] as
part of a program synthesis system. Also, the STRIPS [3] and
HACKER [9] systems were to some extent capable of generalizing and reusing the robot plans they generated.
The next section elucidates the basic aspects of our approach
to program modification, including applications to debugging
and the instantiation of program schemata, with the aid of
several relatively straightforward examples. More subtle facets
of the techniques are illustrated in the examples of the third
section. The methods described are amenable to automation,
and have been implemented in QLISP [11], a high-level language featuring pattern-invoked procedures and backtracking.
All examples of modifications that we present ran successfully
on our system. Some implementation aspects of our approach
are discussed in the concluding section.
II. OVERVIEW

Program specifications are expressed in a high-level assertion
language, often in terms of an output specification-detailing
the desired relationship between the program variables upon
termination, and an input specification-defining the set of
"legal" inputs for which the program is expected to work. For
program modification, one is given a known correct program
with its input-output specification and the specification for a
desired new program; comparison of the two specifications
suggests a transformation that is then applied to the given program. Even if the transformed program does not exactly fulfill
the specifications, it can serve as the basis for constructing the
desired new program.

Basic Technique: Global Transformations
In the approach to program modification presented in this
paper, we stress transformations in which all occurrences of a
particular symbol throughout a program dre affected. Such
transformations are termed "global," in contrast with "local"
transformations which are applied only to a particular segment
of a program.
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As a simple example, consider the following program (annotated with its output specification):
y v-n
loop untily = 0
A[y-1] v-ifA[2y-1] <A[2y] thenA[2y-1] else
A [2y] fi
y

4-y-1

repeat
assert A [0]

=

min (A [n: 2n]).

A [n: 2n] of elements, A [n] A [n + 1** A
is
which
nonempty (i.e., n is nonnegative). When this
[2n],
program terminates, A [0] will contain the minimum of the
values of the n + 1 array elements. This output specification
is formally expressed in the final statement:

Given

an array

min(A [n: 2n]).

assert A [0]

To modify this program to compute the maximum of the
array, rather than the minimum, we compare this specification
with the desired:

max(A [n: 2n])
and note that since max (A) = -min (-A) (where -A is equal to
the array A with each element negated), this is equivalent to:
assert A [0]

=

assert -A [0]

=

min(-A [n: 2n] ).

Thus, the transformation "A becomes -A" transforms the
given specification into the desired.
Applying this transformation to the program affects only the
conditional assignment:

A[y-l] 4-ifA[2y-1J .A[2y] thenA[2y-1] else
A [2y ] fi,
which becomes:
-A [y -]

if -A [2y- 1]

-A [2y ] then -A [2y - 1 ] else
-A[2y] fi.

It is "illegal" for the array -A to appear on the left-hand side
of an assignment; therefore, both sides of the assignment are
multiplied by - 1. And since the test -A [2y - 1] < -A [2y] is
equivalent to A [2y] A [2y - 1 , we obtain the statement:

A[y-1] v- ifA[2y] .A[2y-1] thenA[2y-1] else
A [2y] fi,
yielding a program that computes the maximum. Note that
the array -A no longer appears in the program; only the original A is actually used.
Special Case: Program Debugging
We consider the debugging process as an important special
case of program modification: a program which computes
wrong results must be modified to compute the desired (correct) results. If we know what the "bad" program actually
does, then we may compare that with the specifications of
what it should do, and modify (debug) the incorrect program
accordingly.
As an example, consider a program intended to compute the

integer square root z of the nonnegative integer c; that is, c
should lie between the squares of the integers z and z + 1:
assertZ2 C-< (z+1)2,Z EN,
where N is the set of natural numbers. The given program is

(z, s,t) --(1,0, 3
loop until c < s
(z, s, t) v- (z+l, s+t, t+2)
repeat.
But rather than computing the integer square root of c, this
program achieves the relation:
assert (z-1)2 .c+1 < Z2, Z EN+,

where N+ is the set of positive integers. (This follows from the
fact that t = 2z + 1 and s = Z2 - 1 throughout.) The cause of
the bug was the inadvertent exchange of the initial values of
z and s.
Comparing the desired assertion with the actual assertion,
we note that the former may be obtained from the latter by
replacing z with z + 1 and c with c - 1. Applying the transformation "c becomes c - 1" to the program statements affects
only the exit test c < s, which becomes c - 1 < s, or equivalently c < s. The transformation "z becomes z + 1" affects
two other statements: the initialization z <- 1 becomes
z + 1 1 and the loop-body assignment z 4- z + 1 becomes
z + 1 v z + 2. These resultant assignments, however, are "illegal," inasmuch as an expression may not appear on the lefthand side of an assignment. Instead, the expression z + 1 is
given the initial value 1 by assigning z <- 0, and the value of the
expression z + 1 is incremented to z + 2 by the "legal" assignment z v z + 1.
We have thus obtained the corrected program:

(z, s, t) <- (0, 0, 3)

loop until c < s
(z, s, t) -< (z+l, s+t, t+2)
repeat
assertZ2 C < (z+1)2, Z EN.

Correctness Considerations
In the above examples, the transformed programs were correct, i.e., they did in fact satisfy the transformed specifications.
This is not necessarily the case with any transformation. Suppose, for example, that we are given the program:

(y, z) (0, A [0])

loop until y = n

y <-y+l
z v min(z,A [y])

repeat

assert z = min(A [0:n] )

for finding the minimum of the array A [0: n], and we wish to
construct a program to find the maximum of the nonempty
array A [1: n]. The given program achieves z = min (A [0: n]),
and the output specification of the desired program is z =
max (A [1: n ] ). Thus, the transformations "min becomes max"
and "0 becomes 1" suggest themselves. Though in this case
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Returning to the above min example, the program with its
applying these transformations happens to yield a correct program, such transformations of a function symbol or constant loop assertion added is
do not necessarily preserve correctness. Were the function min
(y,z) -(O,A[O)
not explicitly used in the program, e.g., if the conditional
loop assert z min(A [O :y])
statement:
until y - n
y
+-Y+l
ifA[y] <zthenz<-A[yJ fi
z --min(z,A[yI)
were substituted for the assignment:
repeat
assert z = min(A [O:n])
z v min(z,A [y] ),
In an attempt to obtain a program that achieves z =
then the proposed transformation "min becomes max" would max (A [1: nj), we apply the transformations "min becomes
clearly not work.
max" and "O becomes 1":
Global transformations, where an input variable is systemati(y, z) +- (l, A [I])
cally replaced by a function of only input variables, or an outloop
assert z = max(A [1 :y])
put variable by a function of output variables or of both input
until y n
and output variables (as in the previous examples), always yield
y s-y+l
a program satisfying the transformed specifications. This may
z <-max(z,A[y])
be shown by noting that for a transformation "v becomes at,"
repeat
the value of the expression al in the new program is invariantly
z = max(A [1: n]).
assert
the same as the value that the variable v had at the corresponding point in the execution of the old program. The values of Using the new assertions, the proof of the correctness of this
all variables other than v remain unchanged. However, trans- max program is straightforward.
formations of function, predicate, or constant symbols (as in
this last example) are not guaranteed to result in a program Extending an Analogy
satisfying the specifications.
As discussed above, the verification conditions will not
Hence, for some transformations, correctness must be veri- always hold for a given set of transformations. There could,
fied. In order to prove the correctness of a program, invariant for example, be unrelated occurrences of 0 in the above nin
assertions are commonly utilized. Assertions are comments program (in which case a global transformation would be inapwhich express relationships between the different variables propriate) or the function symbol min might not appear exmanipulated by the program; they relate to specific points in plicitly in the program at all (and therefore the transformation
the program, and are meant to hold for the current values of would be ineffectual).
the variables whenever control passes through the correspondConsider the case where instead of using the function min,
ing point. When an assertion has been proved to hold for the the program has a conditional statement:
current values of the variables each time control passes through
(Y, z) (O, A [O] )
some point L, then it is said to be an invariant assertion at L.
loop
assert z = min(A [O:y])
(All assertions annotating our example programs are indeed
until y =n
invariant.) In particular, the output assertion, associated with
y
*-y+l
the point of termination, is an invariant at that point if the
if
A [y] <z then z -A [y] fi
final values of the variables satisfy the assertion; a loop asserrepeat
tion, attached to the beginning of an iterative loop, is invariant
assert z = min(A [0:n]).
if it holds when the loop is first entered, and remains true each
subsequent time control passes the beginning of the loop This program has several verification conditions; one of them
body. The assertion is termed an output invariant in the corresponds to the loop-body path when the conditional test is
former case, and a loop invariant in the latter. A program, true:
then, may be considered correct if there exists an output invarz=min(A[O:y])Ay*nAA[y+l] <zz=>
iant which implies that the output specification is true.
A[y+lJ =min(A[O:y+l]).
Recently, invariant generation techniques have been develand
oped
implemented (see, e.g., [5], [6], and [11). They Applying the two transformations, "O becomes 1" and "min
allow for the automatic discovery of invariants which, if suf- becomes max," we obtain:
ficient, may then be used to prove the correctness or incorrectz=max(A[l:y])Ay#nAA[y+l] <z=>
ness of the program. Invariant assertions are essential in our
A[y+lJ =max(A[l:y+1])
approach to debugging too, as it is necessary to have some idea
of what the program actually does before it can be corrected.
However, this condition no longer holds. It is equivalent to
Global transformations are applied to all assertions, as well
z =max(A[1:yI) Ay *n AA[y+1l <z=>
as to the code. Using these transformed assertions, verification
A[y+lJ =max(z,A[y+l])
conditions for the new program may be obtained; if they hold,
then the new program is correct.
or
=
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z =max(A[l:y]) Ay # n AA[y+l] <z =#>A[y+1] >z,

th us suggestiiig extending the analogy with the additional
trainsformation "<"becomes">." This transformation in fact
akes all the verification conditions valid and yields a correct
pr ogram

for finding the maximum. (Note that the additio
loop body, since it

trainsformation could be localized to the
ws ;sa loop-body condition that failed.)

Were 0 not to appear explicitly in the initialization, say if we
haId instead:
y 1-1
z

-A[y],

the verification condition for this path (after applying the
transformations, "O becomes 1" and "min becomes max")
:)uld be:

thi en

tw o
wc

A[1-l1] =max(A[l: 1-1]),
lich does not hold. It may then pay to write a new program
seggment which would initialize the loop invariant z = max
(A
knother problem that sometimes arises in program modificatioin is that the transformations can only achieve some of the
co]njuncts of the output specification. In such cases, it may be
po.Fssible to extend the program to achieve all the desired conjuricts by achieving the missing conjuncts at the onset and
matintaining them invariant until the end. Alternatively, we
coiuld append new code to the end of the program that will
acd hieve the additional conjuncts-without "clobbering" what
ha: s already been achieved bythethe program.
the
the
w1

*Y-y]).

tain abstract predicate, function, and constant symbols, in
input-output relation is specified. This
abstract specification may then be matched with the given
concrete specification and an instantiation found that, when
applied to the schema, yields the desired concrete program.
Not all instantiations yield correct programs; therefore, a
schema is accompanied by a set of preconditions-derived from
the schema's verification conditions-which must be fulfilled
before the schema may be employed. When satisfied, these
conditions will guarantee the correctness of the new program.
As an illustration, consider the following program schema:
(z,y) -- (k, j)
loop assert P( Iz), y E I
Y
Y <-y+l
'if
z) then z - f(y,z) fi
terms of which its

[n:y

1P(y,

repeat

assert P([j:n]

,z).

Here I is the set of integers, and P( [u: v], w) means P(i, w)
holds for all integers i lying between u and v. This schema will
achieve the relation P(, z) for each integer i from j to n, provided the
three conditions are satisfied by the predicate P, functionf, and constantsj, k, and n:

following

P(j,k) A jIE I
P([j:y]z,z) A y Ey IyA y
j . n A n E I.

nA
n

/P(y+l ,z)

P(Ui:y+l1] ,f(y+1,z))

soarexamplbe, acnievede asepwhreoitgisrt
.t
nFrogreampabove alsid candtexiteond,
positionex, pgra
in theiarray,ao
toachieve.
ahe
extend the program to
mi[nimum element z. We
an
invariant
=A [xl by maintaining that relation as
through-

The first condition ensures that the loop invariant is initialized
properly; the second is sufficient to guarantee that if the invars
mi
,
held before execution of the loop body, then it holds
iant
th
can
after and the last condition secures termination.
=
z
Programs for finding the position or value of the minimum/
ou t the execution of the program. Initially we want z = A [0]
of an array (or of other functions with integer dothe execution - maximum
Al[x so we set x <- 0. When the then-path is executed, we
for
that
matter) are valid instantiations of this schema.
mam,
watnt z = A [ = A [xI and assign x *-y; when that path is not For
we wish to achieve the output specifilcation
example,
say
true. Thlus,
remains
relation
the
and
talken ,z is
in
A
order
to find the maximum x of the nonempty
Thus,
the
relation
remains
and
unchanged
true.
n]
. is unchanged
S
x,
[0:
wi ien the program terminates, the desired relation z = A [x]
A
our modification technique, we comarray
Applying
[0:
n].
wi I1 hold.
<
pare
A
[0:
x
with
the
schema's specification P( [j: n], z).
n]
rhe extended program is
This suggests letting j be 0, z be x, and P(u, v) be A [u] 6 v.
The transformed preconditions, then, are
(x, y,z) - (0 0, A [O])
z
=A
z
=min
assert
loop
(A [0:y]),
[x]
A[0] SkAO EGI

untily

y

<-y+l

n

if A[y] <z then(x,z)<-(y,A[y])fi
repeat
assert z = min(A [0:n]), z = A [x].
Atri Application: Instantiation of Program Schemata
One important application of our program modification
tecShniques is the instantiation of program schemata to obtain
coincrete programs. Program schemata are often a convenient
foi rmn for incorporating programming knowledge; they may
ernibody basic techniques and strategies (such as the generateanid-test paradigm or the binary search technique). They con-

A[O:y] <xAyE IIAynnAx<A[y+l] =
A [0:y+1] f< (y+l1,x)
EI.
06n A/n

The analogy must be extended for these conditions to hold:
the first condition may be achieved by letting k be A [0] ; the
second by letting f(u,v) be A[u] since A[0:y] Ax<
A [y + 1 1 and A [y + 1 1 AA [y + 1]; the last is true by virtue
of A [0: n]I being nonempty.
Applying these transformations, viz.,
i
becomes 0
k
becomes A [0]
z
becomes x
f (u, v) becomes A [u ]
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input variables a, b, and e are assumed to satisfy. But, for example, a = 1, b =3, and e = 3, which satisfy the input specification, yield z = 0 which does not satisfy the second conjunct
we obtain the guaranteed correct program:
of the output specification. (The bug is caused by the interof the two statements within the loop.)
changing
(x,y) --(A [0 I,0)
Before we can debug this program, we must know more
loop assert A [0:y] < x, y E
about what it actually does. For this purpose, we annotate the
untily = n
program with loop and output invariants. Recall that for a rey <-Y+1
lation to be a loop invariant, it must be true upon initial entry
if x<A[y] thenx+-A[y] fi
into the loop, and must remain true after each execution of
repeat
the loop body.
assertA[0:n] .x.
We begin with the then-path of the conditional statement
The compilation of a handbook of such schemata has recently and note that this path is taken when b . (z + y) < a; thus,
been advocated by Gerhart [4] ; their use in the context of after resetting z to z +y we have b z < a. Since b z < a is
program synthesis has been discussed by Dershowitz and true initially, when z = 0 and 0 Sa, and is unaffected when
Manna [2].
the conditional test is false (the value of z is not changed), it
remains invariant throughout loop execution. We have derived
III. EXAMPLES
then the loop invariant:
In this section we demonstrate various stages in the evolution
b z6a.
of one program. We consider a program which was intended
to approximate the quotient of two real numbers but which The then-path is not taken when a < b (z + y). In that case y
contains a logical error. We first find and apply alternative is divided in half and z is left unchanged, yielding a <
corrections to the "bad" program. An abstract version, which b - (z + 2y) at the end of the current iteration. It turns out that
represents the binary search method embedded in the program, the then-path preserves this relation (the value of z + 2y is unis then applied and adapted to the computation of square root. changed), and that it holds upon initialization (since a < 2b is
This square-root program, in turn, is modified to perform an implied by 0 <a < b). Thus we have the additional invariant:
array search.
a < b (z+2y).
The examples owe their motivation to Wensley [10]. Our
modification system has successfully performed the modifica- These two loop invariants along with the exit relation y < e
tion steps, including debugging and instantiation, in these ex- imply that upon termination of the program the following outamples (sometimes resorting to the user's expertise in theorem put invariants hold:

and
P(u,v) becomes A [u] < v,

-

proving).

b-z .a Aa <b (z+2e).
Example 1: Bad Real Division to Good Real Division
Note that the desired relation a < b * (z + e) is not implied.
Consider the problem of computing the quotient z of two
The annotated program-with invariants that correctly exreal numbers a and b, where 0 . a < b, within a specified tol- press what the program does-is
erance e, 0 < e. In other words, the input specification is
Annotated Bad Real Division Program
0 < a < b A O < e,
assert 0 <a < b, 0 < e
and the output specification is
(z,y) +- (0, 1)
loop assert b z < a, a < b -(z+2y)
z 6a/b Aa/b <z+e,
until y < e
or equivalently:
if b (z+y) < a then z - z+y fi
y
b -zaAaa<b (z+e).
2
repeat
In order for the problem to be nontrivial, we must assume that
assert b-z <a,a < b-(z+2e).
no general real division operator is available (though division
by two is permissible). The given program is
We now have the task of finding a transformation (correcBad Real Division Program
tion) that transforms the actual output assertion into the
desired output assertion:
assert 0. a <b, 0K e
(Z,y)+-(0, 1)
assertbbz <a,a Kb.(z+e),
loop until y S e
and then applying it to the whole annotated program (stateif b -(z+y)Sa thenz *-z+y fi
ments and invariant assertions). Accordingly, we would like to
y <-yl2
modify the program in such a manner as to transform the inrepeat.
sufficiently strong a < b * (z + 2e) into the desired a <
The initial assertion contains the input specification which the b - (z + e):
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a <Kb(z+2e) becomes a <b*(z+e).
At the same time, we must preserve the correctness of the
other conjunct of the specification:

expression y/2 before the conditional statement, to obtain:

Good Real Division Program
assert 0 < a < b, 0 < e

(z,y) ,-(0, 1)

b z < a unchanged.

The most obvious correction is to replace all occurrences of e
in the program (there is only one affected statement-the exit
testy < e) with e/2:
Correction 1
Replace the exit test y S e byy < e/2.

loop assert b z .< a, a < b * (z +y)
until y < e
y

v-yl2

if b (z+y) <a then z --z+y fi
repeat
assert b z <a, a < b *(z+e).

Note that this program is the same as the original bad program,
with the two loop-body statements commuted.

Additional debugging modifications are possible: we may re- Example 2: Binary Search Schema to Real Square Root
place b with b/2 and z with 2z; alternatively, we might replace
Consider an abstract version of the correct real division proa with 2a and z with 2z. Doubling z and either halving b or
doubling a in the conditional test b (z + y) < a yields a test gram which has just been obtained:
equivalent to b * (z + y/2) a. Transforming z into 2z affects
Binary Search Schema
two additional statements: the initialization z +- 0 becomes the
"illegal" assignment 2z <- 0, but the equivalent original assign(z y) (lk)
ment z v- 0 may be substituted;- the assignment z v- z + y of
loop assert P(z), Q(z+y)
the then branch becomes 2z+-2z+y, or z-<z+y/2. No
until R (y)
other statements are affected by either of the two modificay <-yl2
tions; thus they both yield:
if P(z +y) then z vz +y fi
repeat
Correction 2
assert P(z), Q(z +e).
Replace the conditional statement with
This schema is an attempt to capture the technique of binary
if b (z+y/2)Sa thenz v-z+y/2 fi.
search underlying the real division program. It is obtained
from that program by abstracting predicates that appear in the
Each of these possible transformations involved one of the program text and/or assertions:
input variables e, a, and b. One must, however, be careful
b u < a becomes P(u)
when transforming input variables, since the transformation
a < b u becomes Q(u)
should be applied to the input assertion as well, possibly changing the range of legal inputs thereby. In this case, the transfor- and
u. e becomes R (u).
mations we have performed are all permissible: the specification 0 < e is equivalent to 0 < e/2 and therefore halving e has The initial values of the variables are also abstracted:
no effect on the input range. Since in fact the condition
0 becomesj
a < 2b, rather than a < b, is strong enough to imply the loop
invariants, replacing b by b/2 (or a by 2a) still yields a program and
correct for inputs satisfying a < b, as is desired.
1 becomes k.
Our program after Correction 2, annotated with appropriately modified invariant assertions is (all b have been replaced The following four preconditions on the predicates P, Q, and R
by b/2 and all z by 2z and the resultant expressions have been and constants j and k are sufficient to guarantee correctness
[they correspond to the verification conditions of 1) the inisimplified):
tialization path, 2) the loop-body path, 3) the loop-exit path,
assert 0 a < b, 0 < e
and 4) termination]:
-

(Z IY)

,_

(05 1)

loop assert b z <a,a <b(z+y)
until y < e
if b -(z+y/2) <a then z *-z+y/2 fi
y

÷-yl2

repeat
assert b -z <a, a < b *(z+e).

Preconditions for Binary
Search Schema

1) P(j) AQ(j+k)
2) flP(z+y/2) -- Q(z+y/2)

3) Q(z+y) A/R(y)=> Q(z+e)
4) (3 m)(R(kt2m )).

This program may be slightly optimized, by evaluating the sub- What we have, then, is a

general program schema for a binary
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search within a tolerance with an output specification:
(3m)(-d S (1 -c)12m ),
P(z) A Q(z+e).
since -d is negative.
The instantiated schema is
Clearly, the predicates P and R which appear in the schema
must be primitive (that is, available in the target language),
assertO<d,1 <c
otherwise they must be replaced by equivalent predicates for
(z, y) - (c, 1-c)
loop assert / .z, z+y < /
the schema to yield an executable program. Similarly, the
constants j and k must be given, or their values determined,
until -d < y
prior to their assignment to the variables z and y.
y v-yl2
.< z+y then z -z+y fi
if
Now, suppose that we are given the task of constructing a
program that finds the square root z of the real number c,
repeat
1 < c, within the tolerance d, 0 < d. The input specification is
assert .< z, z - d < /.

O<dA 1 <c,
However, since P involves the square-root function itself, the
conditional test is not primitive and must be replaced. It can
be replaced by c < (z + y)2 provided that c and z + y are nonY/ < z A z - d-<W.
negative. The relation 0 . c follows from the input specificaWe would like to instantiate the binary-search schema to yield tion. The relation 0 < z + y is in fact an invariant: initially
such a square-root program.
z +y = c + (1 - c) = 1; for the then-path, y is first halved and
In order to match this output specification with that of our then added to z, so the value of z + y is unchanged; and if the
schema:
then-path is not taken, y is increased by halving it, since y is
always negative (by virtue of the loop assertion z + y <
P(z) A Q(z+e),
-/c < z). Thus we have:
we let the constant e be the constant expression -d (viewing
Real Square-Root Program
z - d as z + (-d)) and obtain the transformations:
assert 0<d, 1 <c
(z,y)<-(c, 1-c)
P(u) becomes sFc < u
loop assert /F.z,z+y < /f,O.z+y
Q(u) becomes u < sF
until -d < y
and
y *-yl2
e becomes -d.
if c (z+y)2 then z <-z+yfi
repeat
Condition 2) is satisfied:
assert f < z, z -d < J.
(,fF.< z+y/2) =t> z+y/2 </,
but we must still satisfy conditions 1), 3), and 4). To satisfy (We remark that the negative y makes this program appear
somewhat unduly complicated; the global transformation, recondition 1), we needj and k such that:
placing y with -y throughout the program, would alleviate
this.)
/F.I AI+kVk
< .

and the output specification is

We note that since 1 < c, we have F < c and c + (1 - c)
1 < sF. Thus both conjuncts hold when we let:

Example 3: Real Square Root to Array Search
In this example, we show how the above square-root program
may be modified to obtain a program that searches for the
i be c
position z of an element b in an array A [1: n]. The array is
and
assumed to be sorted in ascending order. This example will
kbe 1-c.
demonstrate the necessity of synthesizing a loop initialization.
We begin by comparing the output specifications of the de[An alternative would have been to take -c for k, since sired program with those of the given program. We want z =
c + (-c) = o <V.]
pos (A, b), where pos (A, b) is the position of the element b
For condition 3) to be satisfied, we need a predicate R such in the array A. (For simplicity we assume that b appears exthat:
actly once in A [1: n] .) The function pos is the inverse of the
array indexing function, i.e., if z = pos (A, b), then b = A [z] .
z+y < A R (y)=t> z - d < /.
We adopt the convention that when a is a real number, the
By transitivity it follows that R should imply z - d . z + y and array element intended by A [a] is found by truncating a to an
we let:
integer. It is therefore sufficient if:
R (y) be -d < y.
pos(A,b) . z A z < pos(A,b)+1.
This also satisfies condition 4):
For the square-root program we had:
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fc <z A z -d < V.
Comparing the first conjuncts suggests the transformation:
- f becomes pos(A,b);
to obtain this, we can use:
c becomes pos(A,b)2.
Applying this transformation to the second conjunct of the
square-root specification yields z - d < pos (A, b), while
we desire z <pos (A, b) + 1, suggesting the additional
transformation:
d becomes 1.
Applying these transformations to the square-root program,
the exit test -d < y becomes -1 < y. The conditional test
c . (z + y)2 becomes pos (A, b)2 6 (z + y)2, which is equivalent to pos (A, b) .z +y (since both pos (A, b) and z +y are
nonnegative). This however contains the nonprimitive function pos. Using the property of sorted arrays that pos (a) < 3
if and only if a < A [3], we can test for b < A [z + y ] instead.
Thus, we have the transformed program:

(z, y) -< (pos(A ,b)2, I- pos(A ,b)2)

loop assert pos(A,b) < z, z +y < pos(A,b), 0 < z +y
until - I 6y
y

v-yl2

if b < A [z+y] then z - z+y fi
repeat
assert pos(A,b) < z, z < pos(A,b)+1.
It is, however, clearly unsatisfactory, since expressions involving pos appear in the initialization. Furthermore, applying the
transformation to c in the input assertion 1 < c of the squareroot program yields 1 <pos (A, b)2 which does not hold if
pos (A, b) = 1. Fortunately, the loop can be initialized in
another manner in order to achieve the desired loop invariants,
pos (A, b) < z and 0 < z + y < pos (A, b). Since we are given
that b appears within the segment A [1: n], we can achieve the
relation pos (A, b) < z by initializing z to n, and we achieve
0<z +y <pos(A,b) by insisting that z +y =n +y =0, for
which we initialize y to -n. [Replacing the initialization in
general requires rechecking the termination condition; in this
case, for termination (3m)(- 1 < -nI2m) must hold, as indeed
it does.]
We have obtained the program:

Array Search Program
assert sorted (A), b EA [1 :n]

(z, y) - (n, -n)

loop assert pos(A,b) Sz, z+y < pos(A,b), 0 Sz+y
until -1 S y
y

o-yl2

if bSA[z+y] thenz--z+yfi
repeat
assert pos(A,b) < z, z < pos(A,b)+1.

IV. CONCLUSION

Given an old program and specifications for a new program,
the task of modifying the given program to satisfy the desired
specifications can be subdivided into eight steps. These steps
fall into three phases: a premodification phase which sets up
the given program and its specifications; the modification
phase itself is presented in the previous sections; and a postmodification phase which uses other techniques to complete
the task.

Premodification Phase
1) Annotate the given program: If necessary annotate the
given program with invariant assertions, so that the modification techniques can be applied. In particular, determine the
relation between input and output variables that the program
achieves. Annotation is essential for debugging, since it is not
even known what the incorrect program actually does.
2) Rephrase the specifications to bring out their similarity:
The specifications of the given and desired programs may be
given in a form that obscures any analogy. Thus one would
like to express the specifications in some equivalent form
which makes their similarity more pronounced. This in general
may be an extremely difficult task.

Modification Phase
3) Discover an analogy between the specifications: This
analogy consists of a set of transformations that yield the desired specifications when applied to the specifications of the

given program.
4) Check the validity of the proposed modification: For
those types of transformations which will not necessarily preserve the correctness of the program, the verification conditions are checked; sometimes the analogy must be extended
with additional transformations for the conditions to hold.
Theorem proving is required for this step.
5) Apply the transformations to the program: The transformations found in the previous two steps are applied to the
given program. The previous step guarantees that the modified
program will meet its specifications.
6) Rewrite any unexecutable statements: If a variable being
assigned to has been transformed into an expression, then the
assignment statement must be replaced. Any nonprimitive expressions introduced into the program by the transformations
must be reexpressed in terms of primitives.

Postmodification Phase
7) Synthesize new segments: If necessary, write new program segments, e.g., the initialization, to replace parts of the
program that prevent the modification from succeeding. Also
extend the modified program for any unachieved parts of the
desired specification, by integrating additional code into the
program.
8) Optimize the transformed program: It may be possible
to optimize the new program by taking advantage of properties of the program which may not have held for the old pro-
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The techniques of global transformnation and program [9] G. J. Sussman, "A computational model of skill acquisition,"
Ph.D. dissertation, MIT, Cambridge, MA; also published as A
extension are also useful in the optimization step.
Computer Model of Skill Acquisition. New York: American
Our experimental system concentrates on the four steps of
Elsevier, 1975.
the modification phase; it has performed successfully on all [10] J. H. Wensley, "A class of nonanalytical iterative processes,"
J., vol. I, pp. 163-167, Jan. 1959.
the examples in this paper and several others in the numeric [11] Computer
B. M. Wilber, A QLISP Reference Manual, Tech. Note 118, Artiand array manipulation domains. It begins with a rudimentary
ficial Intelligence Center, SRI Intemational, Menlo Park, CA,
Mar. 1976.
attempt to rephrase specifications, and then finds a set of consistent analogies between specifications. The transformations
of each possible analogy are applied to the verification conditions, with some of the necessary theorem proving done by the
system, and the rest left to the user. The valid modifications
are then applied to the program and nonprirnitive expressions
simplified. Regarding the postmodification steps, our system
Nachum Dershowitz was born in Malden, MA,
on December 30, 1951. He received the B.S.
indicates what syntheses may be necessary, but needs user
from Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan,
degree
interaction to carry them out. Some simplifications of expresIsrael, in 1974, and the M.S. degree in applied
sions are performed in lieu of optimization.
mathematics from the Weizmann Institute of
gram.
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